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A B S T R A C T   

Experimental and numerical studies were carried out to characterize hybrid thin- and thick-ply composite 
laminates and assess modelling capabilities. Five different composite laminates were manufactured using a single 
material system with varying proportions of thin plies (0%, 50%, and 100% thin-ply). Bearing tests were per-
formed and the results from the tests were investigated. The results showed that performance, in terms of bearing 
strength at onset of damage and ultimate bearing stress, increased proportionally with the increasing amount of 
thin plies within the laminate. Microscopic examination of the failure modes for all laminates was performed at 
the center of the hole to determine the dominant failure mode. The numerical investigation uses a highly detailed 
mesoscale model previously validated for crash simulations but never used successfully to bearing damage areas. 
The results showed a good correlation regarding both the load response and the morphology of damage.   

1. Introduction 

Composite materials have found usage in many industrial applica-
tions and more recently they are increasingly used in aerospace panels 
and airframes. The use of composites in the aerospace industry is justi-
fied by their excellent specific modulus and strength. When a composite 
laminate is loaded in tension with increasing load it will eventually fail 
(macroscopically). The failure is preceded by initiation and evolution of 
several microdamage modes and if the amount of damage increases, 
during for example the service life of the structure, laminate thermo- 
elastic properties are reduced. Several studies have been published 
describing the effect of damage development in composite laminates on 
the thermo-elastic properties [1–5]. Hence, it is desirable to suppress the 
damage development, especially the initiation of transverse cracks, 
which is typically the origin for the successive damage modes: de-
laminations and fiber breaks. One way to realize this effect is by 
reducing the thickness of the plies in the laminate which will effectively 
increase the transverse tensile strength of a ply. The general effect of an 
increased first crack formation strain in thin layers of laminates in ten-
sion is described in [6,7]. Another example of the thin-ply effect was 

demonstrated by Sihn et al. [8], who performed an experimental 
campaign comparing the mechanical properties of conventional lami-
nates to thin-ply laminates. In this study it was observed that without 
special resins, the thin-ply laminate composites suppress microcracking, 
delamination and splitting damage for static, fatigue and impact load-
ings. In [9], quasi-isotropic laminates were prepared using both stan-
dard prepregs and thin-ply prepregs in order to examine the effect of ply 
thickness on the damage accumulation processes. Clear difference on the 
damage accumulation process between standard laminates and thin-ply 
laminates was identified; fiber fractures occurred in thin-ply laminates. 
The effect of ply thickness on the crack propagation mechanism was 
discussed by Saito et al. [10] with respect to the energy release rate of 
the intralaminar transverse cracks calculated using finite element 
analysis. They verified the crack suppression effect using thin plies and 
concluded that this effect is apparently caused by a decrease in the en-
ergy release rate at the crack tip in the thin layer. Numerical studies 
presented in [11–13] analyzing the influence of ply thickness on the in- 
situ strengths showed a significant improvement in transverse cracking 
and delamination resistance when using thin-ply based laminates. 

The use of thin plies is beneficial; however, it is very costly to make a 
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part with 100 % thin plies. For that reason, it is desirable to achieve a 
hybrid solution, where thin plies are used where they can contribute the 
most to the structural performance and conventional plies are used 
otherwise. 

The work in [14,15] demonstrated that for laminates with a com-
bination of thin and thick plies, both the amount and the distribution of 
thin plies influences the failure behavior and failure loads. Several ex-
periments were performed on unnotched as well as notched and bearing 
loaded specimens and the effect was also found to be dependent on 
loading condition. 

One potential application where the crack suppression characteristics 
of thin-ply laminates may be advantageous, is in bolted joints where 
composite structures are subjected to bearing loads. The effect of using 
thin plies to increase the bearing strength of composite laminates has been 
investigated in [16]. The results show that performance in terms of 
bearing stiffness, strength at onset of damage, and ultimate bearing stress 
increase proportionally to the increasing amount of thin plies within the 
stack. Shifting from a 100 % conventional ply laminate to a 100 % thin- 
ply laminate gave an increase of 47 % in the strength at onset of damage. 

Due to the low tolerance to stress concentrations, notches or joints 
are sensitive spots of composite materials. Therefore, this area should be 
carefully analyzed with the support of numerical methods. Efficient 
models using a so-called composite colt joint element technique have 
proven to be efficient at capturing the load distribution [17,18]. How-
ever, the damage progression in bolted joints is less investigated due to a 
lack of constitutive models that can capture the physics of bearing 
damage and at the same time are efficient enough to obtain results in a 
reasonable time frame [19,20]. Recently Rouhi et al. in [21] used a 3D 
physically based model developed in [22] to simulate the bearing 
damage on hybrid metal/composite joints. Their results show that the 
simulations were able to capture the initial stiffness but fail to predict 
the strength, which is crucial for an efficient design. 

In this paper, one of the layups tested experimentally, Laminate ID 5, 
was modelled in Abaqus Explicit. For the constitutive response of the 
material, we use the physically based constitutive model developed and 
validated for the crash of composites [23] but never applied to bearing 
damage. The simulation was performed in ABAQUS Explicit, and it was 
correlated against the experimental results. The laminate behavior is 
analyzed in terms of damage initiation, progression, delamination, and 
load response. The results show that the model can be used to help in the 
design since it can capture the initial stiffness, the strength, and most 
part of the damage progression at a reasonable accuracy. 

2. Layups and testing 

2.1. Material selection and layups 

This study consists of 3 epoxy and carbon fiber prepreg materials 
provided by the Swedish SME Oxeon: TeXtreme 80 (thin-ply) weave, 
TeXtreme 160 (thin-ply) weave, and UD (thick-ply). For each material 
the theoretical fiber volume fraction is 47,3 %, 54,5 % and 56,9 % and 
the thickness of one layer is 40 µm, 80 µm and 128 µm respectively. 
TeXtreme 80 is a normal thin-ply thickness and the TeXtreme 160 is a 
thicker that could be used to reduce manufacturing time for layup. 

With a combination of thick and thin plies, the following 5 laminates 
were manufactured in an autoclave. 

Laminate ID 1: Laminate made of 50 % TeXtreme 80 (T80) and 50 % 
UD thick-ply. 

Laminate ID 2: Laminate completely made of TeXtreme 80 (T80) 
which is 100 % T80 thin-ply. 

Laminate ID 3: Laminate made of 50 % TeXtreme 160 (T160) and 
50 % UD thick-ply. 

Laminate ID 4: Laminate of 100 % TeXtreme 160 (T160) which is 
100 % T160 thin-ply. 

Laminate ID 5: Laminate made of 100 % UD which is 100 % thick- 
ply. 

Table 1 shows the layups used in testing. UD thick-ply is shown in 
bold text. Thin-plies are pre-impregnated fabrics (weave) which are 
marked with “f”. For the layup design we decided on a mixed layup 
where about every second layer should be a thin-ply in the hybrid 
layups. Also, we strived to get the same thickness for all the laminates. 

2.2. Bearing test and standards 

Bearing strength is defined as the maximum stress load that the unit 
can bear before the structure fails. The bearing stress of the composite 
laminate at each data point is calculated using equation (1) [24]. 

Table 1 
Layups description for laminates tested.  

Laminate ID Materials used Lay-up Orientation Code 

1 50 % T80 [(0/90)f/45/(0/90)f/-45/(0/90)f]3s 

2 100 % T80 [(0/90)f/(45/-45)f]10s 

3 50 % T160 [((0/90)f/45/-45)2/(0/90)f 2/45/-45/( ¯0/90)f]s 

4 100 % T160 [(0/90)f/(45/-45)f]5s 

5 100 % UD [0/90/45/-45]3s  

Fig. 1. Bearing test assembly.  
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σ =
P

k*D*h
(1)  

where σ is the bearing stress, P is the bearing force, k is the force per hole 
factor, D is the hole diameter, h is the thickness of the test specimen. 

Ultimate bearing strength F is calculated according to equation (2) 
[24]. 

F =
Pmax
k*D*h

(2)  

where Pmax is the maximum applied bearing force prior to bearing 
failure. 

All mechanical testing processes follow a particular standard. Here, 
the bearing test is performed according to ASTM D5961. This standard 
consists of 4 different procedures A, B, C, D. Amongst these, procedure 
A, double-shear tensile loading as in Fig. 1 is used. 

According to this procedure, a flat, constant rectangular cross- 
section specimen with the centerline hole is located near the end of 
the specimen and is loaded at the hole in the bearing. The bearing force 
is created by loading the assembly in tension in a testing machine. 

3. Results 

3.1. Bearing tests 

The main aim of the work was to investigate the bearing strength of 
all the five layups mentioned above. 

Fig. 2 shows an example of the bearing stress/strain curve of 

materials which were loaded up to 70 %, 80 % and 100 % of each layup’s 
ultimate strength. The first 8 specimens were loaded until failure, then it 
was decided to load one specimen to 70 % and one to 80 % of the mean 
ultimate strength where the test was stopped. These specimens were 
then examined. 

Figs. 3 and 4 show the graphs of onset strength and ultimate bearing 
strength (UBS) respectively of all the five layups obtained from the 
experimental testing and without any compensation for the actual fiber 
weight fraction. 

Figs. 5 and 6 show the graphs of onset strength and ultimate bearing 
strength (UBS) respectively of all the five layups obtained after the 
compensation made with respect to actual fiber weight fraction. This 
compensation was made since the different prepregs had slightly different 
theoretical fiber content, but also the thicknesses of the laminates after 
curing deviated as much as − 10 % to + 25 % from expected. Therefore, the 
matrix burn-off method according to ASTM D2584 (Temperature 600 ◦C 

Fig. 2. Bearing stress/strain curve of 100% T80 loaded at 70%, 80% and 100% 
of its ultimate load. 

Fig. 3. Onset strength of all layups before compensation for fiber 
weight fraction. 

Fig. 4. Ultimate bearing strength of all layups before compensation for fiber 
weight fraction. 

Fig. 5. Onset strength of all layups after compensation for fiber weight fraction.  

Fig. 6. Ultimate bearing strength of all layups after compensation for fiber.  
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and time 30 min) [25] was used to create a normalizing factor to obtain 
results that could be compared. For example, a laminate with excess matrix 
content results in a greater thickness, but the strength, when divided with 
thickness, suffers from the extra matrix within the sample since the fibers 
contribute outmost to the strength, not the matrix. Measured strengths are 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 as references, where the largest compensations are 
for 50 % T80; +10 % and 100 % T80 about +20 %. Compensated strengths 
are shown is Figs. 5 and 6. 

It is clearly seen from the compiled data that the values of onset 
strength and the UBS of 100 % T80, with completely thin piles, is the 
highest. 

Fig. 7 shows the ratio of the onset strength to ultimate bearing 
strength. It is seen that 100 % T80 has the higher ratio i.e., the onset 
strength to ultimate bearing strength of the layup is 62 % of the ultimate 
strength which is a very good value as the layup can take more load 
within the elastic limit when compared to the other layups and this is the 
greatest advantage of using the thin plies. All the other TeXtreme layups 
used in this work i.e., 50 % T80, 50 % 160, 100 % T160 are under the 
same group as they have the onset strength 55 % or more of its ultimate 
strength, which also are higher than UD which is 50 %. These results are 
independent of any fiber volume or thickness compensations. 

3.2. Microscopic failure analysis 

The major type of bearing failure mode witnessed in this work is 
mainly bearing and net tension failure as shown in Fig. 8. 

The main objective in this section is to investigate damage at the 
initial point of failure and to characterize the modes of failure present in 
the tested specimen. 

Point A in Fig. 9 shows the section where the specimens are inves-
tigated for damage under the optical microscope. 

An example of microscopy image for laminate 50 % T160 is shown in 
Fig. 10. Fiber kinking combined with transverse cracks and delamina-
tion were observed as the main failure modes close to the hole for all 
samples. The interaction between these failure mechanisms forms shear 
cracks along the whole thickness. Similar failure modes were detected 
by [16,28] where damage in composite laminates was investigated as a 
function of applied loads in bolted joint specimens. It was shown that at 
very high applied bearing stress, both matrix cracking and fiber kinking 
were observed. 

Fig. 7. Ratio of onset strength to ultimate bearing strength for all layups after 
compensation for fiber weight fraction. 

Fig. 8. Bearing failure modes in composite joints after testing (Note, tested until 1,5 mm deformation is reached).  

Fig. 9. Area investigated with the optical microscope for damage.  
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All the damage mentioned above is found, but there must be a 
common basis to compare all the materials as they have nothing in 
common except for the type- and amount of fibers used and the matrix. 
Hence to bring this all together, the microstructure is normalized for the 
2 major damage types i.e., delamination and fiber kinking. To do this, 
the microstructure of all the material layup is divided into 7 equal zones 
which are 0.5 mm apart as is shown in Fig. 11. And then, the number of 
fiber kinks in each zone is counted and the graph is plotted with the sum 

of total kinks divided by the number of 0◦ layers (N0◦) versus the 
equidistant zones as it goes away from the hole edge. 

A common observation of Figs. 8 and 9 is that the kink zone and 
resulting delaminations extend further in the plies closer to the upper 
and lower surfaces. This seems to be a result of the angle of the kink 
bands, which propagate outwards toward the unsupported free surfaces. 

Fig. 12 shows the graph of normalized fiber kinking which were 
loaded up to 80 % of its ultimate load. It is clearly seen in the graph that 

Fig. 10. Fractography of 50% T160 and the damage caused at 80% of its ultimate loading.  

Fig. 11. Fractography of 50% T80 and fiber kinking caused at 70% of its ultimate loading.  
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Fig. 12. Normalized results of fiber kinking in all the layups which were loaded up to 80% of its ultimate load.  

Fig. 13. Normalized results for delamination of all layups which were loaded up to 70% and 80%.  

Fig. 14. Intralaminar damage modes accounted for in the constitutive damage model, . 
adapted from [20] 
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every layup follows a typical pattern where there is a downfall in the 
number of kinks present as it goes away from the hole. The TeXtreme 
material 100 % T80 has a smaller number of kinks when compared to 
other layups. 

Fig. 13 shows the results of delamination that is normalized using 
Equation (3), which is obtained by counting the total length of delam-
ination over the span from the hole edge to 3.5 mm in 0.5 mm wide 
zones of each specimen.  

It is clearly visible that there is not much difference between the 70 % 
and 80 % of the loading and there is less delamination in 100 % T80 and 
has less delamination compared to other layups. 

As is shown above, the use of thin plies is beneficial. The most 
obvious solution to increase the bearing strength is to use a laminate 
with 100 % thin plies. This strategy has some obvious drawbacks in 
terms of cost. Thin-ply materials are considered more expensive than 
conventional standard thickness prepreg materials. If thin-plies are used 
for a part, more layers are needed for the same total thickness and thus 
more time is required in production. For applications where perfor-
mance is paramount, but costs are still required to be competitive, it 
would be desirable to achieve a hybrid solution, where thin plies are 
used where they can contribute the most performance to the structure 
and conventional plies are used elsewhere. One example could be edge 
reinforcements of panels where thin-plies are trapped-in only where the 
bolts are placed, as an edge reinforcement of the panel. 

4. Numerical investigation 

In this section a numerical investigation is performed to investigate 
whether it is possible to predict the bearing failure mechanisms visible 
in the experiments. 

4.1. Overview of the constitutive model 

A constitutive model previously validated for crash simulations in 
[23] is used here to simulate the bearing response. This model predicts 
the damage growth of composite materials, by considering the different 
interplay mechanisms occurring such as nonlinear shear, fiber kinking, 
matrix cracking, and fiber tensile failure. The material compressive 
response in the longitudinal direction is modelled with a physically 
based fiber kinking behavior. The formation and progression of fiber 
kinking is controlled by the initial fiber misalignment in interaction with 
matrix support. The FE-based constitutive model captures this 
complexity by taking advantage of the finite deformation theory to 
compute the nonlinear shear strain caused by the rotation of the fibers. 

The matrix shear behavior is modelled by combining damage with 
friction as proposed by [27] with changes of damage variable, final 

Fig. 15. Abaqus model with boundary conditions representative of the exper-
iment in laminate ID5. 

Table 2 
Mechanical properties of the UD ply (laminate ID5).  

Elastic properties 

Modulus (GPa) Poisson’s 
ratios  

E11 = 137 E22 = 10.4 G12 = 5.2 ν12 = 0.3 v23 =

0.5 
Strength 

properties 
(MPa)

Initial 
misalignment    

Xt = 2250 Xc = 1400 Yt = 65 θi = 1o w = 0.2 
mm 

Damage and 
friction 
properties     

Damage Friction    
p = − 0.6 τo = 50MPa γf = 0.6 μ = 0.4 po =

60Mpa 
Toughness 

properties     
Interlaminar 

toughness 
(kJ/m2) 

Interlaminar 
strength (MPa)    

GIc = 1.2 GIIc = GIIIc =

2.8  
σo

I = σo
II =

80 
B − K =

2.5 
Intralaminar 

toughness 
(kJ/m2)  

Translaminar 
toughness (kJ/ 
m2)   

Gmt
Ic = GIc  Gft

c = 85 Gfc
c = 110   

Fig. 16. Experiments and simulation results of the bearing stress vs. bearing 
strain; the 3 different markers are investigated for delaminations and 
bearing damage. 

Normalizeddelaminationlength =
Sumofdelaminationlengths

Totallengthof thezone*(numberof layers − 1)
(3)   
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failure criteria and interactions with matrix tension, as detailed in [23]. 
Furthermore, the possibility for interaction between fiber compres-

sion and matrix shear cracking is accounted for at each material point, i. 
e., an element undergoing fiber kinking is also experiencing matrix shear 
damage and vice versa. A representative interaction and competition 
between damage modes is fundamental to capture the mechanisms 
involved in damage growth and bearing failure. A schematic represen-
tation of the different damage modes and their interaction is shown in 
Fig. 14. 

4.2. Bearing damage simulation 

The bearing damage simulation was performed on UD laminate ID 5. 
A simplified model of the experimental setup (ASTM_D5961 standard) 
was created in Abaqus Explicit as shown in Fig. 15. Every ply was 
modelled with approximately 2400 3D elements with reduced integra-
tion (C3D8R) and cohesive surfaces between the plies. The elements are 
as regular as possible, and their length is determined by the thickness of 
the laminate. Note that, for a better representation of the physical test, 
no symmetries were applied to the model. To represent the small fiber 
misalignment of UD prepreg composites, an average initial fiber 
misalignment of 1◦ was used since it empirically demonstrated better 
results than the 3◦ to 4◦ used in previous works [23,28,29]. This dif-
ference may reflect differences in prepreg system and in the curing or 
layup procedure. The regions sufficiently far from the bolted joined were 
assigned with a linear elastic model and without cohesive surfaces to 
speed up the simulation, see Fig. 15. The specimen is fully constrained 
on one side and the load is applied on the axis of the bolt. 

The material properties used in the simulation are shown were ob-
tained from in-house measurements and are shown on Table 2. The 
model calibration is done by matching the in-plane shear stress of the 
model with the experimental in-plane shear stress as proposed in [27]. 
From this calibration damage and friction properties are obtained. The 
damage parameters are p, calibrated from the shear stress–strain curve; 
γo, the shear strain at onset of damage (γo = τo/G12); γf , the shear strain 
representing a fully developed shear crack. The friction parameters are 
the friction coefficient on the micro-crack surfaces μ, and the internal 
pressure po. The cohesive toughness properties used are the progressive 
ones instead of the initiation values. The interlaminar strength for mode 
II was assumed to be the same as for mode I. 

4.3. Results - load response 

The simulation takes approximately 8 h using a modern laptop with 4 
CPUs. The bearing stress is plotted against the bearing strain as shown in 
Fig. 16. Overall, the simulation correlates well with the experiments. 
The initial stiffness is very well captured. The first load drop (around 
400 MPa) experienced by all the experiments was not captured but 
instead the model predicts a gradual stiffness degradation. In fact, at 

point (a) the delaminations have already started accompanied by dam-
age onset. 

At point (b) the first significant drop in model has started to occur. 
The strength value is predicted very well but at an earlier strain than 
observed in the experiments. At point (c) both delaminations and 
damage are fully grown, and a load drop is about to occur. The exper-
iments also start to lose load carrying capability around this level of 
bearing strain, although, once again, the experimental drop is more 
sudden while the simulation is slightly softer. 

Even though the correlation is very impressive, the model predicts a 
stronger degradation after point (b) than the one observed in the ex-
periments. This could be attributed to an excessive growth of de-
laminations and/or the interactions between cohesive modelling and ply 
modelling. A similar explanation has been suggested in previous work 
by [23] for crash simulations. It is difficult to argue that excessive 
delamination growth is solely responsible but with a simple examination 
one can see that the delaminated area is larger in the simulations than in 
the experiments. 

The model correlation with the experiments could be further inves-
tigated by testing several coupons and stopping the tests at different 
loading states. The tested coupons should undergo fractography ana-
lyses to elucidate microscale damage mechanisms. Then, insights from 
both coupon tests and microscopy should be used to compare with the 
FE simulation. This would give us further insight into which mechanisms 
are under- or overpredicted by the model. 

4.4. Results - morphology of damage 

The aim of this section is to compare the architecture of damage in 
the numerical simulation and in the experiments. The different stages 
(a), (b) and (c) highlighted in the stress-stain plot are examined in terms 
of delamination and damage growth. The results are shown in Fig. 17. 
Note that only the upper half of the laminate is shown. Comparing stage 
(c) with the experimental micrograph is evident that the morphology of 
damage is reasonably well captured. The model predicts higher damage 
near the surface and shorter damage area in the middle, as observed in 
the micrographs. 

5. Conclusion 

Using a double lap shear loading bearing test setup, the rectangular 
test specimens with different lay-up sequences were loaded into the 
bearing through the fastener. 100 % T80 (Laminate ID2) outperformed 
all layups with the highest onset strength of 704 MPa and highest ulti-
mate bearing strength of 1134 MPa when compared to all five layups. 
50 % T80 (Laminate ID1) proved to be a good solution for hybrid thick/ 
thin ply applications where production methods and cost limits the use 
of 100 % thin-ply layups. Fiber kinking combined with transverse cracks 
and delamination were observed as the main failure modes close to the 

Fig. 17. Top row: delaminations in three stages, with 0 representing no delamination and 1 a fully delaminated interface (top ply hidden from the view); bottom row: 
intralaminar damage in three stages, with 0 representing no damage and 1 a fully damaged ply. Note that the top washer and half of the specimen have been removed 
to improve visualization. 
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hole for all samples. Usage of thin plies improves the elastic limit of the 
specimen. The drop in the force/displacement graph occurring at the 
“damage onset” is not influenced by friction sliding in the bolt interface, 
bolt also prevents the laminate from expanding out-of-plane. The drop 
occurs due to initial fiber kinking and delaminations, which will prog-
ress with increasing load. 

Due to the great complexity of bearing damage, there is a lack of 
predictive models in the literature. The physically based constitutive 
model used herein demonstrates commendable correlation with exper-
imental data, particularly in initial stiffness and peak strength. Overall, 
the numerical investigation performed on laminate ID5 shows a good 
correlation regarding both the load response and the morphology of 
damage. 
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